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Abstract. One methodology for evaluating the matching performance
of biometric authentication systems is the detection error tradeoff (DET)
curve. The DET curve graphically illustrates the relationship between
false rejects and false accepts when varying a threshold across a gen-
uine and an imposter match score distributions. This paper makes two
contributions to the literature on the matching performance evaluation
of biometric identification or bioauthentication systems. First, we create
curvewise DET confidence regions using radial sweep methods. Second
we use this same methodology to create pointwise confidence intervals
for the equal error rate (EER). The EER is the rate at which the false ac-
cept rate and the false reject rate are identical. We utilize resampling or
bootstrap methods to estimate the variability in both the DET and the
EER. Our radial sweep is based on converting the false reject and false
accept errors to polar coordinates. Application is made of these meth-
ods to data from three different biometric modalities and we discuss the
results of these applications.

1 Introduction

Biometric identification is the process of matching an individual’s physical or
behavioural traits to a stored version of those same traits. Measuring how well
a bioauthentication process matches these traits is an important facet of the
overall performance of the system in which it is embedded. The focus of this
article will be the statistical estimation of the matching performance of these
bioauthentication systems. In this context genuine users are generally those that
the system should accept and imposters are those that the system should reject.
An effective biometrics authentication system evaluates a given match score as a
genuine or an imposter match score with a minimal error. There are two possible
error rates that can occur. The proportion of imposter match scores which are
accepted from the system is called the False Accept Rate (FAR). The proportion
of genuine match scores which are rejected by the system is called the False Reject
Rate (FRR). Some authors prefer the use of false match and false non-match
rate. For generality here we will use FAR and FRR. See Mansfield and Wayman
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[1] for a discussion of the differences. Our interest focuses on the representation
of the tradeoff between these two curves known as the DET. The DET curve
evaluates the matching performance of a biometric system. One factor that is
often overlooked in the use of DET’s is that the curves are sample estimates of
a population DET and, thus, there is variability in the estimated curves. This
paper quantifies this variability and builds confidence regions for the population
DET curve based upon the observed sample.

There is a good deal of literature on DET’s or their equivalent the receiver
operating characteristic curve (ROC) beginning with the work of Green and
Swets [2]. In this paper we will concentrate on the DET; however, the methods
described here apply directly to the ROC. An ROC is a plot of the FAR against
the true accept rate (TAR) — TAR = 1 - FRR — while we use a DET that is
a plot of the FAR against the FRR. (Some authors, e.g. Poh et al [3] transform
the FAR and FRR to achieve a DET.) A good deal has been written about the
ROC in a variety of contexts. See, e.g. Zhou et al [4] or Hernández-Orallo et al
[5] . Macskassy et al [6] compared three methods that have been proposed for
ROC confidence bands. These include: a simultaneous joint confidence region
and a fixed width approach both due to Campbell [7], a Working-Hotelling band
technique due to Ma and Hall [8]. The simultaneous joint confidence approach
converts confidence rectangles at various points along the ROC to create a joint
region. The fixed width approach creates a region of single width in a direction
determined by number of observations used to calculate each FAR and TAR.
Working-Hotelling bands are based upon confidence regions for a regression line.
Based upon its performance in their evaluation, Macskassy et al recommend the
fixed width approach. The drawback of this methodology for bioauthentication
applications is that it produces large regions near the ends of the ROC or DET
which is often the area of interest for such applications. Recall that larger inter-
vals imply less knowledge about an estimate. Recently, Poh et al [9] suggested a
new DET confidence methodology based upon the radial sweep methodology of
Adler and Schuckers [10]. However, this methodology is a pointwise approach to
confidence unlike the curvewise approach described by Macskassy et al [6]. The
difference between them is that a curvewise approach aims to capture the entire
DET curve while a pointwise approach only provides confidence about a single
point and thus neglects the correlation between points along the curve. This is
often referred to as the multiple comparison problem. We will utilize the point-
wise approach to make a confidence interval for the EER since it is appropriate
for a single point; however, we take the curvewise approach for DET estimation.
Finally, we mention the work by Dass et al [11] to create a confidence region for
FRR’s given a range of values for FAR. This approach is essentially univariate
rather than the bivariate approach taken here.

The approach we propose in this paper is a new curvewise method for creating
a confidence region for the DET as a function of both the FAR and FRR based
on a radial sweep methodology. By curvewise in this context we mean that our
confidence will be based upon the entire curve rather than on each individual
point. This yields a wider confidence interval – due to the correlation between
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points on the curve – but one that is more accurate for variability of the entire
curve. This approach, described below, transforms each curve from the (FAR,
FRR) space to polar coordinates, (radius, angle). By using a polar representation
of the error rate data we can create regions that are appropriate for inference
about both the FAR and FRR simultaneously. Adler and Schuckers [10] originally
used this approach to average across several DET’s to create a composite DET.
We extend their work to create a curvewise confidence region. In addition, this
methodology has variable width which allows for smaller intervals as the DET
curves approach the axes. This is a distinct advantage over the fixed width
approach advocated by Macskassy et al [6]. These regions — where the FAR
and FRR approach unity — are often the focus of biometric authentication
applications and threshold settings. Having created such a confidence region, one
gains a better understanding of the variability in the system and the location
of the population DET based upon the sample selected. Further, it is possible
to derive using a pointwise confidence interval for the equal error rate (EER)
as a carryover of the work done to create the DET region. The rest of this
article is organized in the following way. Section 2 discusses the calculation of
a DET and the conversion to polar coordinates. Our approach for making a
confidence region for a DET is given in Section 3. This section also describes the
methodology for creating an EER confidence interval. We apply our inferential
estimation approach to data from three biometric modalities: face, fingerprint
and hand geometry in Section 4. These data comes from the paper by Ross and
Jain [12]. Section 5 discusses these results and their possible extensions.

2 DET Curve Estimation

We begin by outlining the methodology for estimating a DET curve. For the
purposes here, we assume that we have a population of genuine and imposter
matching scores from a biometric system. Further we assume that these scores
represent a sample of an ongoing process which we would like to evaluate. The
distributions of match scores, t, are denoted by g(t) and f(t) for the genuine
and imposters distributions respectively. From these distributions, a DET, R, is
plotted as the false accept rate (FAR) on the x-axis against the false reject rate
(FRR) on the y-axis, by varying a threshold τ , and calculating

FAR(τ) =
∫ ∞

τ

f(x)dx and FRR(τ) =
∫ τ

−∞
g(y)dy. (1)

If f(t) and g(t) are known then R can be calculated based upon Equation (1)
by varying τ . In general this is rarely the case and these distributions must be
estimated. In that case we can calculate, R̂ based upon an approximation of f(t)
and g(t).

ˆFAR(τ) =
∫ ∞

τ

f̂(x)dx =
∑

x I(x > τ)∑
x I(x ∈ R)

and (2)

ˆFRR(τ) =
∫ τ

−∞
ĝ(y)dy =

∑
y I(y ≤ τ)∑
y I(y ∈ R)

(3)
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Fig. 1. 95% confidence region for DET of Facial Recognition System

where I() represents an indictor function and x and y are observed scores from
imposter and genuine distributions, respectively . As with R, R̂ is computed by
calculating ˆFAR and ˆFRR for various values of τ . In this way the sample DET
curve summarizes the authentication performance of the biometric system on
the sample on which it is calculated. The FAR and FRR calculations above are
based on a criterion of accept if a match score is greater than τ . An alternative
formulation can easily be made for other decisions. Thus, we will treat this DET,
R̂ as an estimate of the population DET, R.

Having calculated a DET, either sample or population, We next convert the
coordinates of the curve from rectangular to polar coordinates. Then our DET
curve over a range of values Θ is R = {(rθ, θ) : θ ∈ Θ = (θL, θU )} and θL

and θU represent lower and upper values for the range of the radial angles. In
practice we sweep across a range of T θ’s using a discrete list of values Θ∗ =
(θL, θL + δ, θL + 2δ, . . . , θL + (T − 2)δ, θU) where Θ = (θL, θU ) is given. Then
we can write R̂ = {(r̂θ, θ) : θ ∈ Θ∗} One important issue in radial sweeping is
the location of the radial center, (cx, cy). Because we would like the confidence
region to not depend on which error rate is on which axis and in order to have
a confidence interval for the EER as a derived outcome for our data, we limited
possible center points cx = cy = c for some specified constant c. (See Figure 1
from [10] for a graphical representation of the conversion to polar coordinates.)
It is immediately clear that choosing a center along the FAR = FRR line
results in an average curve that is independent of the selection of axes. Once we
have determined the origin of the polar coordinate system, we can convert the
coordinates of every point on the DET curve, R, to polar coordinates. We next
turn our attention to deriving a confidence region for the DET, R.
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3 A Curvewise DET Confidence Region

In this section, we develop our methodology for creating a curvewise DET confi-
dence region. To derive the confidence regions, we need to estimate the variance
of r̂θ for each θ. Several methods are possible. We use bootstrap methods to
approximate this radial variance. Bootstrap procedures, such as those proposed
by Poh et al [9] or Bolle et al [13], resample the observed data to estimate in
a non-parametric way the distributions which generated this data. Here, we re-
sample both the genuine and imposter distributions. The general outline for our
confidence region technique is as follows:

1. Calculate estimated DET, R̂.
2. Bootstrap both genuine and imposter distributions.
3. Calculate bootstrapped DET, R†.
4. Repeat previous two steps M times and store each generated DET.
5. Determine curvewise bounds for confidence region, �.

Let R† = {(r†mθ, θ) : θ ∈ Θ∗} be the mth bootstrapped DET m = 1, . . . , M for
some large number M . r†mθ represents the radial length for the mth bootstrapped
DET at the angle θ. Next we find the adjusted standard deviation of rmθ’s at
each θ in Θ∗ by taking the square root of the variance plus a slight adjustment,

ε. We will denote this by sr̂θ
=

√
var(r†θ) + ε. This adjustment is made to ensure

that some variability is present in the confidence region when no radial variability
is present in the bootstrapped replications.

We define the DET confidence region � as the region bounded by a spline of
rL,θ’s, the lower limits for the region at angle θ, and a spline of rU,θ’s, the upper
limits for the region at angle θ for each θ ∈ Θ∗. We want that region to have the
property that P (R ∈ �) = 1−α where 1−α is the confidence level. We say the
population DET, R, is captured by the (1−α)100% ROC confidence region and
denote it by R ∈ � if rL,θ ≤ rθ ≤ rU,θ for all θ ∈ Θ∗. In order to determine the
DET confidence region, �, we need to create a region that captures the entire
curve R with probability (1 − α). The pointwise approach of Poh et al [9], is to
take the α/2×100th and (1 − α/2) × 100th percentiles of the r†’s at each θ. As
mentioned above, this ignores the correlation between radii at different values
of θ, particularly neighboring values of θ in Θ∗. Consequently it fails to yield a
confidence region with P (R ∈ �) = 1 − α.

Several options exist for finding an DET confidence region, �, that meets our
criteria. We prefer an approach that uses a different width at each θ to match the
variability in the data. To achieve this systematically we build our DET region
by connecting the endpoints (r̂θ + ηLsrθ

, r̂θ + ηUsrθ
) at each θ ∈ Θ∗ where ηL

and ηU represent lower and upper constants, respectively, that yield the desired
(1 − α) × 100% confidence level. Below we describe the process for determining
ηL and ηU . First, we calculate a standardized residual, emθ for each rmθ,

emθ =
rmθ − r̂θ

sr̂θ

. (4)
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This residual tells us how far each bootstrapped radius, r̂θ, is from the estimated
DET, R̂ as measured by the variability, srθ

at each θ. Next, the maximum
absolute standardized residual, ωm, for the mth DET curve is calculated. This
value, ωm, tells us the furthest amount that each bootstrapped curve is from the
the estimated DET, R̂. We do this in order to determine the largest standardized
valued needed to have (1 − α)100% of the bootstrapped curves within the DET
region, �. We define ωm to be:

ωm =
{

minθ(emθ) if | minθ(emθ) |<| maxθ(emθ) |
maxθ(emθ) if | minθ(emθ) |≥| maxθ(emθ) | .

(5)

Once we have all M ωm’s we find the α/2th and the 1−α/2th percentiles of the
ωm’s and they become ηL and ηU respectively. Note that the ωm’s can take both
positive and negative values. In fact, in our experience it is likely that ηL will
be negative. Having found ηL and ηU we then build our confidence region �, as
the region bounded by the splines created by connecting the upper endpoints,
r̂θ +ηUsr̂θ

, and the splines created by connecting the lower endpoints, r̂θ +ηLsr̂θ
.

4 Application and Results

In this section we apply the methodology proposed above to three different bio-
metric modalities. These are facial recognition, fingerprints and a hand geometry.
These data is described in Ross and Jain [12]. We briefly summarize them here.
Biometric captures were taken from 50 individuals. Ten genuine comparisons
were made for each individual and five imposter comparisons were made for
each cross- comparison pair. All cross-comparison pairs were run. Thus, there
were 10× 50 = 500 genuine comparisons and 50× 49× 5 = 12250 imposter com-
parisons. For these regions we followed Adler and Schuckers [10] in establishing
the radial center at (c = 1, c = 1). This value was chosen because the radial
angles from this center point seem match the typical curvature of a DET curve
and, hence, are more likely to be perpendicular to such curves. Note that it is
possible to use this methodology to create regions strictly for the FAR or FRR
like those proposed by Dass et al [11] by allowing the coordinate of the polar
center for the error rate of interest to become very small i.e. (0,−C) for some
larger number C. We selected T , the number of angles in Θ∗, to be 1000 so that
there were 1000 different angles, θ’s, used to create our confidence region. Due to
our choice of c = 1, θL was π and θU was 3π/2. We adjusted the radial variance
by ε = 2n̄−2 where n̄ is the average number of comparisons between the genuine
and imposter samples. For the data here that is n̄ = 6375. The use of this ε is
meant to approximate the use of the +2/ + 4 adjustment suggested by Agresti
and Coull [14]. Finally it is worth noting that, in practice, we truncate the final
DET confidence region by limiting it to values in the range of (0, 1) × (0, 1). In
some cases the confidence region included negative values because of the width of
� due to the calculation of ηL and ηU . Note also that since ηL and ηU are global
values in the sense that they have to hold for all θ that they do not necessarily
reflect the variability at a particular θ. We use 95% for the confidence level in
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Fig. 2. 95% confidence region for DET of a Hand Geometry System

these applications. Figures 1, 2, 3 contain the DET curves and the derived 95%
confidence regions for each of these curves. In these figures the center line is
the estimated DET, R̂, the next pair of lines moving outward are the pointwise
confidence bounds and the last pair of lines are the curvewise confidence bounds
which define the confidence region, �. The lighter dashed lines represent the
M = 1000 bootstrapped DET’s. Table 1 gives a summary of the percentage of
ROC curves that are inside each of these bounds.

The confidence region for the facial recognition system and the hand geometry
classifier tend to both be symmetric around the EER while the fingerprint region
tends to diminish quickly along the FRR axis and very slowly along the FAR axis.
The latter effect is due to the larger variability in bootstrapped DET’s in that
region. This can be seen by the dashed lines, each being a bootstrapped DET,
in Figure 3. Thus the DET confidence region accurately reflects the variability
in the sample data.

One byproduct of this methodology is that we can derive a confidence interval
for the EER. As mentioned above this quantity is a one that is often reported
as an overall measure of performance for a biometric classifier. As with other
sample measures, there is a need to quantify the variability in such estimates.

Table 1. Percent of bootstrapped ROC curves inside the bounds of 95% confidence
regions

Modality Pointwise Curvewise
Region Region

Face 64.5% 95.0%
Hand Geometry 62.5% 94.9%

Fingerprint 81.2% 95.0%
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Fig. 3. 95% confidence region for the DET of a Fingerprint System

Table 2. Pointwise 95% EER confidence intervals for three modalities

Modality Lower Bound Equal Error Upper Bound
Rate

Face 0.0384 0.0575 0.0847
Hand Geometry 0.1168 0.1494 0.1810

Fingerprint 0.0430 0.0715 0.0972

To that end, it is possible to create an approximate (1 − α)100% confidence
interval for the EER from the bootstrapped DET’s. Since the EER is found at
a single θ, there is no need to worry about the multiple comparisons problem
outlined above. Consequently, we can simply find the α/2th percentile and the
1−α/2th percentile for the appropriate radius. (In the case when T , the number
of angles, is an even number, an approximation can be calculated by taking the
average of the two appropriate endpoints.) Table 2 contains 95% confidence in-
tervals for the EER’s of the three classifiers described above. Note that the EER
for the facial recognition system here is the lowest; however, there is a great
deal of variability in that estimate. The width of the error rate is approximately
4.75%. The hand geometry system has the highest estimated EER and the up-
per bound on that EER is approximately 18%. Given that we are dealing with
non-Gaussian distributions it is not a surprise that the confidence regions are
asymmetric. It is perhaps surprising that the facial recognition system outper-
forms the fingerprint system in this particular application; however, the larger
overlap in these two distributions suggests that their EER’s are not significantly
different.
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5 Discussion

This paper proposes a methodology for a curvewise DET confidence region. The
region and the methods that created it are flexible and adhere to the variabil-
ity in the sample data rather than being based upon a fixed width. We achieve
this confidence region by converting DET curve data to polar coordinates and
calculating the variability in the polar radii at a larger number of angles based
upon bootstrapping of the original data. Additionally we have shown how to
produce an EER confidence interval using a pointwise approach. It is clear from
the results here that a pointwise approach to DET estimation yields regions
that are too small. This work also has extensions beyond the confidence regions
described here. The region defined here is a two-sided region. A one-sided re-
gion which would yield a single upper confidence bound for a DET would be
straightforward to create. (One would create that bound by using r̂+ηsrθ

where
η would be based upon the (1−α)× 100th percentile). Another extension would
be to compare the confidence region based upon a sample to a hypothesized DET
curve. This would allow the acceptance or rejection of that hypothesized curve
based upon whether or not the curve fell within the confidence region. Dass et al
[11] tests a hypothesized curve with their univariate error rate approach. Like-
wise a corresponding approach could be taken for testing of an EER. Lastly, we
note that all of this work has been done on axes defined by the FAR and FRR.
There are equivalent confidence regions for any one-to-one transformations of the
axes and these regions will have the same properties as the confidence regions
described here.
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